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Beschreibung
Eigentlich ist Rudolf Seehusen schon längst im Ruhestand. Doch als seine Frau, die ihre neue
Heimat Frankfurt noch nie so recht leiden konnte, wegen »Umzugsdepressionen« in die
Psychiatrische Klinik eingeliefert wird, ist es vorbei mit dem beschaulichen Rentnerdasein.
Seehusen, ein ehemaliger Gerichtsdirektor, wird in einen Fall verwickelt, wie er brisanter
kaum sein könnte: Die junge engagierte Ärztin Claudia Stettin wird im Klinikpark ermordet
aufgefunden, und sofort gerät einer ihrer Patienten, ein ehemaliger Alkoholiker, unter
dringenden Tatverdacht. Doch als Seehusen erfährt, dass Stettin über einen tödlichen
Behandlungsfehler in der Klinik Bescheid wusste und darüber aussagen wollte, ist ihm klar,
dass er den Mörder nicht unter den Patienten suchen muss. Sondern unter den ehrenwerten
Halbgöttern in Weiß.

This article provides step-by-step instructions and examples describing what are the Babel
Pseudo Translations, where to download them, how to install them, and how to launch Eclipse
in Babel Pseudo Translations. Eclipse developers can use the Babel Pseudo Translations to
verify the translatability of their projects and.
pseudo- meaning, definition, what is pseudo-: pretended and not real: . Learn more.
13 Jun 2011 . It's pretty amazing what you can do with the pseudo elements :before and :after.
For every element on the page, you get two more free ones that you can do just about anything
another HTML element could do. They unlock a whole lot of interesting design possibilities
without negatively affecting the.
3 Aug 2017 . ONE of the newer attractions at Disneyland Paris is “Ratatouille: The
Adventure”, a ride through Paris as seen by Rémy, the movie's rodent gastronome hero.
Located in a twee movie-set version of the city, complete with a fountain, café and overpriced
bistro, it could easily pass for the real thing, were it not.
Throughout Egyptian civilization, artists developed new types of statuary to address the
constantly changing needs of tomb and temple. Some types found wholesale acceptance and
entered the general repertoire; others flourished briefly but were subsequently abandoned. The
latter is the case with the statue type shown.
Помимо посещения музея пива и аквапарка, мы были на увлекательной и познавательной
псевдо-экскурсии (Tartu Pseudo Tour) по хипстерскому району Карлова и познакомелись
с весьма фундаментальными работами уличных художников. Было интересно, необычно.
Несмотря на пронизывающий холод,.
Pseudo-set framing—arbitrarily grouping items or tasks together as part of an apparent “set”—
motivates people to reach perceived completion points. Pseudo-set framing changes gambling
choices (Study 1), effort (Studies 2 and 3), giving behavior (Field Data and Study 4), and
purchase decisions (Study 5). These effects.
Abstract: We develop the pseudo-Cl method for reconstructing the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) temperature and polarization auto- and cross-power spectra, and estimate
the pseudo-Cl covariance matrix for a realistic experiment on the cut sky. We calculate the full
coupling equations for all six possible CMB.
The Croatian andGreek names given are not official. Check translation.
The program PSEUDO looks for a pseudosymmetry in a structure among the (minimal)
supergroups of the structure's space group. The first step in the program is the input of the
structure's data. The data can be given using the form or it can be loaded from a CIF file. The
necessary data for the structure consists in the.
Synonyms for pseudo at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day.
Identifying Predatory or Pseudo-Journals. Posted February 18, 2017. Christine Laine, Margaret
A. Winker. This WAME document aims to provide guidance to help editors, researchers,
funders, academic institutions and other stakeholders distinguish predatory journals from
legitimate journals. Over the past decade a group.
Most commonly, pseudo-anonymity enables anonymous posting and commenting. Pseudoanonymous users have no visible identifier, and information that can be linked to them is only

available to service providers or site administrators (unless the users themselves provide such
information in their messages). However.
The interaction between a normal shock wave and a boundary layer along a wall surface in
internal compressible flows causes a very complicated flow. When the shock is strong enough
to separate the boundary layer, the shock is bifurcated and one or more shocks appear
downstream of the bifurcated shock. A series of.
25 Sep 2017 . "Pseudo-Peter von Danzig" is the name given to an anonymous late 14th or early
15th century German fencing master.[1] Some time before the creation of the Codex 44.A.8 in
1452, he authored a gloss of Johannes Liechtenauer's Recital (Zettel) which would go on to
become the most widespread in the.
Find patient medical information for Pseudo Cough Oral on WebMD including its uses, side
effects and safety, interactions, pictures, warnings and user ratings.
Read and learn for free about the following scratchpad: Planning with pseudo-code.
the level of indices of past IPOs and the market. I then simulate sample paths of stock returns
and IPOs and show that observed underperformance is not unusually large given realistic
parameters. In Section III I discuss how other aspects of IPO and SEO performance are
consistent with the pseudo market timing explanation.
Youth Consultancy whose clients include Nike, Saatchi & Saatchi, BBC, Red Bull, Nokia,
EMI, MTV, AKQA, Converse, Channel 4, Adidas and many more.
Define pseudo: being apparently rather than actually as stated : sham, spurious — pseudo in a
sentence.
21 Oct 2017 . https://www.facebook.com/ademi.arcangelo. Naples. 2 Tracks. 175 Followers.
Stream Tracks and Playlists from ∇Pseudo∇ on your desktop or mobile device.
"See employment, pseudo,” wrote the Canadian journalist and public intellectual Naomi Klein
under her index entry on “internship work.” The year was 1999, and Klein's exposé of the
contemporary global sweatshop, No Logo: Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies, offered the public
and the academy a prelude to Ross Perlin's.
pseudo module¶. pseudo. brute_test (calcs, ecutwfc, dual=None, sampling=None,
constraint=None, thresh=0.001, initial_variance=0.05, grid_density=10, mult_jobs=False,
conv_thresh=0.01, calc_type='relax')[source]¶. pseudo. crawlingMinimization (calcs,
options=None, faultTolerant=True, constraint=None, thresh=0.001,.
Definisi/arti kata 'pseudo-' di Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI) adalah /pséudo/ bentuk
terikat semu; palsu; bukan sebenarnya.
1. Introduction. The General Household Survey Pseudo Cohort Dataset has been developed by
the. Office for National Statistics (ONS) to analyse trends in social inequalities. The dataset
combines annual data series from the General Household Survey (GHS), and contains
information on demographics, households,.
Chapter 21 Pseudo-Kahler and para-Kahler symmetric spaces Dmitri V. Alekseevsky Contents
Introduction 703 1 Pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces 706 1 . 1 Basic properties of
symmetric spaces 706 1 .2 Pseudo-Kahler and para-Kahler symmetric spaces 709 2 Structure
of para-Kahler symmetric spaces 711 2.1.
selector-pseudo-class-no-unknown Disallow unknown pseudo-class selectors. This rule
considers pseudo-class selectors defined in the CSS…
Examples. Underline links and animate to color. To keep the default underline, but animate the
color transition, combine classes from skins and skins-pseudo. Change text color on hover.
hover-black. <a href="#" class="link b blue hover-black">hover-black</a>. hover-near-black.
<a href="#" class="link b black.
Pseudosubarachnoid haemorrhage is a sign related to apparent increased attenuation within the

basal cisterns which simulates a true subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH). Pathology Causes and
associations The most common cause is cerebral oedema wher.
Home · Tour · Music · Videos · Merch · Contact · Home · Tour · Music · Videos · Merch ·
Contact · Pseudo Future. groove.move.repeat. S O C I A L I Z E! Pseudo Future - Hello
Stranger (Music Video). Info. Shopping. Tap to unmute. If playback doesn't begin shortly, try
restarting your device. More videos. Your browser does not.
What are Pseudo-Elements? A CSS pseudo-element is used to style specified parts of an
element. For example, it can be used to: Style the first letter, or line, of an element; Insert
content before, or after, the content of an element.
Define pseudo. pseudo synonyms, pseudo pronunciation, pseudo translation, English
dictionary definition of pseudo. adj. False or counterfeit; fake. adj informal not genuine;
pretended adj., n., pl. -dos. adj. 1. false or spurious; sham; pretended. n. 2. a false or.
Branch, Commit message, Author, Age. PSEUDO_1_7_3 · pseudo 1.7.3, Peter Seebach, 2
years. PSEUDO_1_7_4 · f*open*: Use more-correct mode. Peter Seebach, 2 years.
PSEUDO_1_7_5 · 1.7.5 branch, Peter Seebach, 22 months. PSEUDO_1_8_0 · 1.8.0 branch,
Peter Seebach, 19 months. PSEUDO_1_8_1 · pseudo.
Chapter 11. Pseudo-Panels and Repeated Cross-Sections. Marno Verbeek. 11.1 Introduction.
In many countries there is a lack of genuine panel data where specific individuals or firms are
followed over time. However, repeated cross-sectional surveys may be available, where a
random sample is taken from the population.
Over the years, Pseudo has become a rooted in their message to demonstrate to the punk scene
and world at large that anybody, from all walks off life, can be part of something beautiful by
creating music that reflects individual experiences, shortcomings, and the issues that we face
being a band comprised solely of visible.
ALL the entries under the incorrect spelling 'psuedo' here, are PSEUDO!! hehe 1. psuedo false;
not real; fake replication; bootleg; tomfoolery. The upside down question mark as seen in
mario kart 64 can be considered a psuedo box. by El_Scorcho Aug 25, 2003 email it 1
comment 2. psuedo. PRONOUNCED (swaydo) 1.
upon a peculiarly distorted economy, one that often proliferates pseudo-needs rather than
satisfying human needs. 那是建構在 . 先提意見，有足夠時間詳細回答再提供之。 pseudo和
quasi都帶著“非正品”的味道；說的直一點，就是“偽”的. . The polyaxial, pseudo-terminalflowering architecture of the avocado dictates that trees.
Abstract. We propose the simple and efficient method of semi-supervised learning for deep
neural networks. Basically, the proposed network is trained in a supervised fashion with
labeled and unlabeled data simultaneously. For un- labeled data, Pseudo-Labels, just picking
up the class which has the maximum predicted.
3 Feb 2017 . When reading-in pseudopotentials, do not give them the same names as any
internally-stored pseudopotentials: CEP, CHF, LANL1, LANL2, LP-31, SDD, and SHC. If
used with ONIOM, the Pseudo and keyword applies to all layer of the ONIOM. If you want to
read in ECPs only for one ONIOM layer, then use.
Confidence is attractive, and an admired quality. But what about those who are faking it?
Here's the difference between confidence and pseudo-confidence.
So perhaps you've recently been experiencing pain and possibly other unusual symptoms
around your elbow? Or the bigger issue is that your elbow pain persists or keeps on returning?
AND you've tried everything!!.Then where to next?? Well firstly, it's helpful to know that pain
felt around the outside of the elbow or.
28 Mar 2017 . What's goin' down with the P-slangers, find it all right here!
Pseudo Courses: Listed & Defined. A “pseudo course” is, basically, a fake course (with no

official course prefix and course number) created in the main student database as a way to
represent something important including, but not limited to, the following: =Applied, as
needed, to transfer courses as equivalencies.
2 Nov 2017 . Pseudo Password. Actually, that same block of JS and CSS is in there twice,
once on line 1,111 and again on line 1,156. The most likely explanation I can come up with for
this is that sometime this year, the browser security warnings started appearing and some
enterprising developer somewhere went "I.
This site collates tested pseudo potentials sorted by type, accuracy, and efficiency, shows
information on convergens of various tested properties and provides download options.
Pseudo is something or someone fake trying to pass as the real thing — a fraud or impostor.
16:1-3), he says, "Behold now those fleas have locked me up in their own city, and now the
Lord will be with me, and I will go out through their gates and attack them.” Feldman notes
that Samson's speech displays "utter contempt for the enemy" and "militant faith in God."
Pseudo-Philo makes him "almost a kind of superman.
This lesson examines what is meant by the term 'pseudo-psychology,' and gives examples to
illustrate how pseudo-psychology differs from.
testtool for nodejs with special functionality for REST APIs.
A4 1-year-old man was admitted to the hospital because of severe lower sternal pain with
diaphoresis for 1 hour. He had no history of peptic ulcer disease and denied smoking, alcohol
abuse, and use of illicit drugs. An ECG (Figure 1⇓) revealed ST-segment elevation of 2 mm
and peaked upright T waves in leads V1.
11 Jul 2017 . Moreover, data was analyzed offline and pseudo-online (in a way suitable for
real-time applications), with a preference for the latter case. A process for selecting the best
BCI model was described in detail. Results for the pseudo-online processing with the best BCI
model of each subject were on average.
18 Feb 2017 . As a screening device, an increasing number of companies are listing excessive
and unnecessary qualifications in job postings. Called pseudo-requirements, these are merely
devices to reduce the pool of applicants. MBA Example: . For an increasing number of
positions over the years, an MBA is listed.
24 Oct 2016 . Pseudogenes are generally considered to be non-functional DNA sequences that
arise through nonsense or frame-shift mutations of protein-coding genes. Although certain
pseudogene-derived RNAs have regulatory roles, and some pseudogene fragments are
translated, no clear functions for.
The prefix pseudo- (from Greek ψευδής, pseudes, "lying, false") is used to mark something
that superficially appears to be (or behaves like) one thing, but is something else.
PSEUDO ONLINE NETWORK. Home · LIVE; Browse. Music · Playlist · Gaming · Trailers ·
Extreme Sports · News · Video scrolling Page · Post scrolling Page · Daily Dose · Blog · Shop
· Forums · Studios · Contact · Corporate · Submit Video · Advertise with us · FAQs · Privacy
Policy. 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10. <; >.
Pseudo Slang Pseudo Slang is Emcee Sick & Dj Form plus contributors such as Trucker
Stroe, Tone Atlas, DJ Cutler, Gangsta D + contributing members DJ Tommee, Daringer, Dj
LoPro, Mysterious L, A.L. Third & more. Formed in Buffalo NY & based in Chicago Pseudo
Slang have been closely followed for a decade.
5 Oct 2017 . A CSS pseudo-element is a keyword added to a selector that lets you style a
specific part of the selected element(s). For example, ::first-line can be used to change the font
of the first line of a paragraph.
Chapter 1 Studying the Pseudo-Clementines Introduction The historian Adolph von Harnack
has said that "the Pseudo-Clementines contribute absolutely nothing to our knowledge of the

origin of the Catholic Church and doctrine."1 In his History of Dogma, von Harnack insists
that the Pseudo-Clementines - a group of.
A list of pseudo Product Identification Numbers (PINs) is featured in this Benefact for your
reference. When billing indicated products to Alberta Blue Cross, please use the appropriate
PIN. Note these products may not be eligible for coverage through all of your customers'
plans. Contact. Alberta Blue Cross Pharmacy.
Chapter 21. Pseudo-Builders: the AddMethod function. The AddMethod function is used to
add a method to an environment. It's typically used to add a "pseudo-builder," a function that
looks like a Builder but wraps up calls to multiple other Builder s or otherwise processes its
arguments before calling one or more Builder s.
Pseudo Studio is a design and manufacturing firm in San Francisco. Our work spans bicycle
shop interiors, museum exhibits, and custom furniture. We work with architects, designers,
inventors, and vendors. Utilizing both contemporary and traditional techniques, we believe in
making work that is unique and well-crafted.
13 Jul 2016 . The Importance of Pseudo-code in Searching for Solutions. courtesy of
http://morguefile.com/creative/cheriedurbin. So you sign up for Free Code Camp and start
plowing through lesson after lesson them like an industrial lawn mower. Everything is going
great, until all of a sudden you hit one of the big code.
The PostgreSQL type system contains a number of special-purpose entries that are collectively
called pseudo-types. A pseudo-type cannot be used as a column data type, but it can be used
to declare a function's argument or result type. Each of the available pseudo-types is useful in
situations where a function's behavior.
The Journal of Pseudo-Differential Operators and Applications is a forum for high quality
papers in the mathematics, applications and numerical analysis of pseudo-differential
operators. Pseudo-differential operators are understood in a very broad sense embracing but
not limited to harmonic analysis, functional analysis,.
1 Dec 2016 . Barnum was one of the original creators and commercializers of the pseudoevent, the vaguely real-but-also-not-real thing that, the historian Daniel Boorstin argues, has
been the fundamental fact of American culture since the days of Barnum himself. Or, at least,
in the years between those days and the.
Definition of pseudo - not genuine; spurious or sham.
README.md. Build Status codecov.io MIT License. pseudo. Join the chat at
https://gitter.im/alehander42/pseudo. Pseudo takes an algorithm / a simple program and
generates idiomatic code for it in Python, JavaScript, C#, Go and Ruby. Pseudo achieves that
with translation on two layers: it uses the target language syntax.
Complete your Pseudo Code record collection. Discover Pseudo Code's full discography.
Shop new and used Vinyl and CDs.
Pseudo-legendary Pokémon (Japanese: 600族 600 club) is a fan term commonly used to refer
to any Pokémon that has a three-stage evolution line, 1,250,000 experience at level 100, and a
base stat total of exactly 600 (before Mega Evolving). Pseudo-legendary Pokémon are often
more powerful than many other.
Pseudo-types and variables used in this documentation ¶. Pseudo-types are keywords used in
the PHP documentation to specify the types or values an argument can have. Please note that
they are not primitives of the PHP language. So you cannot use pseudo-types as typehints in
your own custom functions.
Although bullshit is common in everyday life and has attracted attention from philosophers, its
reception (critical or ingen- uous) has not, to our knowledge, been subject to empirical
investigation. Here we focus on pseudo-profound bullshit, which consists of seemingly

impressive assertions that are presented as true and.
3 Oct 2017 . Pseudo Title creates a pseudo field that can be used to move up and down the
content of the title in the same administration page where the display of other fields are
managed. The problem that this module addresses is that Drupal 8 doesn't show the Title field
in the.
34 (2002) 610–612] gave an explicit example of a random time ρ associated with Brownian
motion such that ρ is not a stopping time but $\mathbb{E}M_{\rho }=\mathbb{E for every
bounded martingale M. The aim of this paper is to characterize such random times, which we
call pseudo-stopping times, and to construct further.
pseudo-catalysis. If an acid or base is present in nearly constant concentration throughout a
reaction in solution (owing to buffering or the use of a large excess), it may be found to
increase the rate of that reaction and also to be consumed during the process. The acid or base
is then not a catalyst and the phenomenon.
Pseudo-fields are a special kind of field that you create yourself. You can use these fields to
define calculations, complex expressions or text editing functions. Concept. Here's how you
use pseudo-fields in XperiDo: Define a new pseudo-field. Choose whether it'll be text or a
number. Define its value. Map the pseudo-field.
English[edit]. Etymology[edit]. Derived from prefix pseudo-, itself derived from Ancient
Greek ψευδής (pseudḗs, “false, lying”). Pronunciation[edit]. (Received Pronunciation) IPA: /
ˈs(j)uːdəʊ/; (US) IPA: /ˈsuːdoʊ/; Rhymes: -uːdəʊ. Noun[edit]. pseudo (plural pseudos). An
intellectually pretentious person;.
not actually but having the appearance of; pretended; false or spurious; sham. 2. almost,
approaching, or trying to be. Origin of pseudo.
FAQ - What is a pseudo room? Pseudo rooms are accounting devices. They can be actual
rooms, such as meeting rooms or others, but they do not have to represent a physical location.
Pseudo rooms do not affect the property's guest room inventory. Pseudo rooms are used for
posting certain charges, including batch.
3 Apr 2017 . Given your real street drugs used for training are free of any extra additives, the
study mentioned in this article leads me to believe that using real street drugs provides no
additional threat to the reliability of your dog.
the unknown author of a work of fiction falsely ascribed to Pope Clement I (88-97 CE) and
now generally known as the Pseudo-Clementines.
30 Jul 2017 . Various functions for computing pseudo-observations for censored data
regression. Computes pseudo-observations for modeling: competing risks based on the
cumulative incidence function, survival function based on the restricted mean, survival
function based on the Kaplan-Meier estimator see Klein et.
Plasmid pSEUDO and derivatives were used to show that llmg_pseudo_10 in Lactococcus
lactis MG1363 and its homologous locus in L. lactis IL1403 are suitable for chromosomal
integrations. L. lactis MG1363 and IL1403 nisin-induced controlled expression (NICE) system
derivatives (JP9000 and IL9000) and two.
The Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew. Please help support the mission of New Advent and get the
full contents of this website as an instant download. Includes the Catholic Encyclopedia,
Church Fathers, Summa, Bible and more — all for only $19.99. Here begins the book of the
Birth of the Blessed Mary and the Infancy of the.
Pseudo Lyrics: Pseudo smiles, and empty eyes.. / I think I've been hypnotized / Shallow hearts
and narrow minds / Can't you see? / You're blind / Your eyes are like kaleidoscopes.. / I've
been.
The translations below need to be checked and inserted above into the appropriate translation

tables, removing any numbers. Numbers do not necessarily match those in definitions. See
instructions at Wiktionary:Entry layout#Translations. show ▽Translations to be checked.
Select targeted languages.
The theory of pseudo-differential operators was originally created with the specific aim of
obtaining an algebra which included all differential operators and the operators inverse to
elliptic differential operators. Since these inverse operators may be represented as singular
integral operators, the algebra of pseudo-differential.
22 Sep 2016 . These are the first lines from a novel titled Pseudo (translated: Hocus Bogus),
written in 1976 by French author Émile Ajar, drawing only modest attention during the time.
This novel could be taken as pseudo-autobiographical writing by Émile Ajar. Pseudo was his
third work, which was published a year after.
1 Dec 2006 . It can most accurately be called pseudo-conservative — I borrow the term from
the study of The Authoritarian Personality published five years ago by Theodore W. Adorno
and his associates — because its exponents, although they believe themselves to be
conservatives and usually employ the rhetoric of.
Pseudo critical thinking is everywhere in the world, for everywhere there are people who take
themselves to be models of good thinking and who are engaged in influencing others by their
model. Sometimes they foster an approach to thinking quite explicitly — by, for example,
designing a program that purports to foster.
The difficulty in delimiting the term pseudo-hallucination springs partly from the clinical
difficulty in eliciting shades of subjective experience in a mentally disturbed person, and partly
from the different ways in which the term `hallucination' is used. American textbooks use
hallucination in its broad, lay sense, to cover dreams,.
7 Jun 2016 . Pseudo-elements represent abstract elements of the document beyond those
elements explicitly created by the document language. Since they are not restricted to fitting
into the document tree, the can be used the select and style portions of the document that do
not necessarily map to the document's tree.
Utilise le Générateur de pseudo en ligne pour trouver une idée original et style de nom de
femme, homme, gamer. Service de pseudo generator gratuit sans inscription.
Pseudo-patterns give developers and designers the ability to quickly build multiple unique
variants of an existing pattern. This feature is especially useful when developing template- and
page-style patterns or showing the states of other patterns.
A writing tip on the meaning of the combining form pseudo-.
21 Nov 2014 . One reason I'm not worried about the possibility that we will soon make
machines that are smarter than us, is that we haven't managed to make machines until now that
are smart at all. Artificial intelligence isn't synthetic intelligence: It's pseudo-intelligence. This
really ought to be obvious. Clocks may keep.
24 Jul 2017 . The Guardian contacted the landowners of more than 50 major pseudo-public
spaces in London, ranging from financial giant JP Morgan (owner of Bishops Square in
Spitalfields) to the Tokyo-based Mitsubishi Estate (owner of Paternoster Square in the City of
London) and the Abu Dhabi National.
The self-inclusion behavior of a tetrathiafulvalene-containing lasso-type pseudo[1]rotaxane
can be reversibly switched between threaded and non-threaded states by redox-stimuli. The
switching mechanism was investigated by cyclic voltammetry in solution and monitored by
ion mobility mass spectrometry in the g.
In the setting of low-flow/low-gradient aortic stenosis (LF/LGAS), outcomes of pseudo-severe
aortic stenosis (AS) remain poorly described. This study was aimed to assess the outcome of
patients with pseudo-severe AS under con- servative treatment. Methods and results. Among

305 patients from the European Registry of.
23 May 2017 . All pseudo-registers begin with a dollar sign ($). If you are using MASM
syntax, you can add an at sign ( @ ) before the dollar sign. This at sign tells the debugger that
the following token is a register or pseudo-register, not a symbol. If you omit the at sign, the
debugger responds more slowly, because it has.
2. pseudo (n.) a person who makes deceitful pretenses. Synonyms: beguiler · slicker · fraud ·
trickster · cheater · shammer · cheat · imposter · deceiver · impostor · faker · ringer · pseud ·
role player · fake · pretender · name dropper · sham. Did You Know?
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